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Memory, the City and Power
We seem increasinglyaware o fthe layering ofhistory
which the city represents, with its manifestation of
political conflict and change. But i f ,as described by M .
Christine Boyer,the "CityofCollectiveMemory" embodies
the strive for an authentic and resonant public realm and
its simultaneous erasure, how might we define those
urban spaces where history has been manipulated for
political ends, based on memories which are highly
selective if not fictional?' It is necessary to explore how
cultural and typological memories are exploited, and the
study of Fascist architecture provides a fertile territory o f
exploration because of its overt use of historical memory
to support the regime's claim to power. It is also possible
to question i f ,at a time when traditional methods of civic
design are being revived in the aftermathof the apparent
failure of Modernism, it is a sign of political ambivalence
or o f maturity that examples of urban design which
operated fairly successfully, but at the behest o f
unpalatable political regimes, should now be objects of
enquiry?
Urban projects are fascinating examples of direct
political influence on building. The size of the projects
and the need for considerable coordination requires the
sort of collective effortthat only a political process can
provide. During Fascism the public nature ofthe projects
meant that the state sought to produce architectural
embodiments of the prevailing ideology through an often
explicit iconographic pr~gramme.~
The pressures, most
especially prevalent in the European totalitarian regimes,
to manifest aspects o f progress while simultaneously
relying on recognizable precedents produced curious
hybrids whose divergent elements are often badly
resolved,balanced between dream and nightmare.In the
current confused state of architectural and urban debate,
accusations are often made o f the same form o f
discontinuity between intentions and results. However,
totalitarian regimes o f both right and left have in the past
claimed the right to prescribe total solutions to society's
problems, while their ultimate lack o f sustainable success
could perhaps be predicted by the schizophrenic nature
of their complex and disquieting urban projects. Are the
various products of today's political pluralism any more
likely to survive future criticism?
Since antiquity i-tself,the appeal to a more ancient
precedent has been a standard representationaltechnique

for the legitimation of a contemporary power structure.
With the shift from Renaissance and Baroque inventive
reinterpretation offorms to the ~nlightenmentcultivation
of archaeology,the accuracy and authenticity of antique
construction became of primordial interest at exactly the
point, with industrialization,that traditional forms of city
and society we re about to undergo their most severe test.
The nostalgia o f ruins, despite its quality of memento
mori, inculcated the idea of a well organized and ordered
societywhose greatest artifactswere its public structures.
However, at a distance o fnearly two millennia how could
the interpretation of such history be accurate, since
political expediency was likely to play a considerable part
in the new interpretation? A past which was
unquestionable and marvellous provided the strongest
form of validation for the activities of the present.
In the Italian situation, o f course, the context is
especially complex, since the precedents which other
powers exploited are often Roman in origin. The
achievement of national unificationin the 1860s created
the first opportunity inmodern times for the manifestation
of an Italian national consciousness which represented
an independent state. This coincided with the work of
Camillo Sitte, who produced the first analytical survey o f
Italian public space and proposed the imitation of his
deductions in new imperial capitals such as Vienna.3
While the redevelopment of Rome as capital of the
Kingdom o f Italy was generally recognized to be
problematic, the energy ofthe new state could be directed
towards the systematic preservation of its heritage, and
the remaking of its cities in a worthy manner. Fresh
impetus would be given to this process after Italy's
territorial consolidation after World War One, and
Mussolini's accession to power as a result of the ensuing
political crisis. The parallel developments of state
archaeology and urban scenographywere then combined
in the service of propaganda.
Fascism was o f course deeply ambivalent about its
positionin relationto culture.* Roman and Italian heritage,
insofar as it represented previous periods of political
power, was useful as a fig leaf to cover exposed political
might but contemporary art with its rival avant-garde
groupings did not provide the same service of cultural
certainties as the past. The Futurists, with their emphasis
on physical action and sensation could have been
calculated to appeal to a regime famous for its thuggery,

the attempt to portray an organic but false history, each
element is treated as an individual monument, with
peripheral connections through ground floor arcades to
form the enclosed civic realm that had been favored by
Sitte.
As an exercise in urban and political design, it
evoked memories and connections to Brescia's historic
spaces,but Piazza della Vittoria has a disquieting quality.
The lumpen characters o f Marcello Piacentini's
architecture form subtle connections with the existing
urban fabric and the spaces beyond, the new piazza
attempting in its geometry and iconography to bring to
summation Brescian urban development. Visual
connections to Medieval and Renaissance spaces were
allied to an orientation and formal typology having its
explicit source in the remains of the Roman town o f
Brixia. In both cases a rectangular space running northsouth is delineated, with the principal public structure
aligned axially at the northern end.
Piacentini,who has become identified as the official
architect of Fascism, was originally a disciple of Sitte. A
picturesque attitude to geometry, the clear definition of
public space, the exploitation of specific vistas and
connections with other spaces characterize the Sittesque
influence,while the architectural language is much more
generic.' The purpose o f a public forum was signalled by
the honorificposition provided for the modern means o f
communication,the post, telegraphand telephone office,
but also by the placing of an orator's podium or aregno
decorated with scenes ofBrescian progress up to Fascism,
Fig. I . Piazza della Vittoria, Brescia. Photo by author.
and standing at the foot of the tower ("ofthe revolution")
which was originally adorned with a portrait relief o f
while the Novocento group captured a more subtle form Mussolini on horseback. Diagonally opposite the aregno,
of urban disquiet, but ultimately neither was satisfactory. a 12-storyofficetower, the torrione, provided the largest
Mussolini's fantasy as his regime retained power was to single element in the piazza while a figurativeconnection
see himself not as solely the revolutionary man of action, to this symbol of urban progress was established through
but also as the heir to the imperial Roman mantle, the sitingof a colossalnaked male statue at its base,Arturo
wielding his pick axe to construct autostrade and to Dazzi's The Fascist Age.
expose antiquities. The appeal to Roman cultural
The diagrammatic quality of this planning strategy is
continuity would increasingly feature, as public projects
ameliorated by the picturesque massing of elements.'
became more megalomaniac, but even relatively early in The axial view towards the post officeis varied by the
the regime, the exploitation of Roman typologies and asymmetrical pairing o f the tower of the revolution in
forms could serve to suggest the inevitable validity o f the marble and the brick mass of the office tower. These
regime. However, to take the example of Brescia, an three elements then frame and dominate the views of the
analysis o f the principal Fascist intervention can be used square,the torrione suggestingacertain aggressivepower,
to uncover an urban history layer by layer,which exposes the tower of the revolution rather unsubtly in conflict
aspects o f the memory of the city that prove to be false.5 with the dome of the cathedral beyond, and the post
office portico producing a dull echo o f the Roman
Four Piazze in Brescia
capitolium. It has also been noted by Richard Etlin9that
Piazza della Vittoria in Brescia, completed between the early version of Piacentini's post officehad suggested
1929-32, was the final result of a large planning exercise a precedent in the three bayed form of the Palazzo della
to improve the functioning of this north Italian city, a Loggia,whose barrel va~dtedroofwas visible in profile behind
rationalization which was abandoned due to expense in the Post Officein the neighbo~u-ing
Piazza delh Loggia.
favor of the rhetorical monumentalizing of an area of the
Dating from the 15th century this space bore
historic enter.^ Functional planning was thus abandoned evidence of the Venetian domination o f Brescia at this
in favor of a more overtly representational scheme, time. Running north-south,an arcaded loggia with clock
though the immediate reason for the site of the new tower echoes the similar feature in Piazza San Marco in
piazza was the demolition of an existing unhygienic Venice,while the palazzo itself occupies the central axis
quarter. The new public space thus created glorified on the west of the square and bears a strong similarity to
Mussolini, but the variety of its profile and materiality the basilica in Vicenza. Indeed Palladio was consulted
attempted to obscure the fact that it was entirely regarding the palazzo's completion." A column with a
constructed within a few years. Paradoxically, despite lion of Saint Mark completed the Venetian references,

Fig. 2. Piazza della Loggia, Brescia. Photo by author.

Fig. 3. Piazza del Duomo, Brescia. Photo by author.

although in 1797 following the French invasion, when
Brescia looked to Paris as a source of iconography, it was
replaced by a tree of liberty and phrygian caps were
placed on the bronze bell-ringers on the orologio. This
piazza also witnessed the beginning of the insurrection in
1848, and contains the monument to the Risorgimento
and that marking a terrorist outrage in the mid-1970s
memorialized by Carlo Scarpa. However, its longest
surviving mnemonic element, integrated into the stnlcture
of theNonte ~ V L L Oon
L Ithe
O south side of the square is the

fragment of an ancient Roman inscription placed there in
1480 C. IULIUS CAESAR PONTIF, intended no doubt to
invoke an antique precedent for the then new square.
The volatile history of the iconography of this square
serves to underline the traditional importance of such
symbols. As we saw in Piazza della Vktorirz, however,
this can also lead to the suppression of alternative histories
and the indulgence in monosyllabic public expression.
The route marked by the clock tower in Piazza
della Loggia leads back further through urban history to
the northern end of Piazza delDuomo and the Medieval
period. Piazza del D~iomogrew up towards the western
edge of the Roman town (the Roman forum still being
used as a market). It started as a religious precinct that
assumed a civic character as well, in common with other
cities in Lombardy, such as Como. Today it presents an
apparently casual arrangement of space before a series of
monuments. From the south, there is the round nave of
the Romanesque duomo vecchio, then the Baroque mass
of the duo& nuovo, itself on the site of a previous
Romanesque basilica, and the Medieval broletto or town
hall. with its crenellated tower. The two cathedrals
conform to the type of the double cathedral, and while
now largely constituting later building, they are known
from excavations to have been built on a pair of earlier
structures which can be dated to the fifth or sixth
centuries. Their designation from at least 838 as winter
and summer cathedrals, and dedication to the Virgin and
Saint Peter conforms to the pattern of other double
cathedrals both within Lombardy, (in Milan and Paris)
and further afield."
The present situation is perhaps the result of the
extension of a cleared space between the cathedrals and
the baptisterywhose remains survive under the opposite
long side of the square. A Christian precinct of the first
millennium, because of its inclusion of public space grew
to include a communal fi~nctionin the second millennium,
and like other communal palaces of its time and date, the
broletto was a product of a particular Medieval
interpretation of civitas. However, under Venetian control
in the sixteenth to 18th centuries it represented foreign
domination. Curiously, when Venice fell to Napoleon, in
Bresciaitwas commemorated with a medal of the storming
of the broletto on March 18, 1797 in imitation of the
storming of the Bastille.
The eventual geometry of the Piazza del Duomo
imitates that of the Roman fonim now Piazza del Foro,
but with the emphasis across the length rather than along
it. Although originally on the periphery of the Roman
town, the spatial precedent was undoubtedly the remains
of the forum which occupied the centre of the castrum
plan. The axial arrangement of the fomm, disposed
between capitol and basilica at the crossing of cardo and
decumanu.; ensured its survival as a public space within
the town after the fall of the Roman empire although, as
inverona, Medieval building was to shrink the dimensions
of the open area to aform of wide street of irregular limits.
Our knowledge of the Roman remains comes from
the first serious excavations in the 1820s. As illustrations
from the period show, a fair degree of licence was used
to produce a sufficiently impressive silhouette to the
capitolizma so that it could inspire an appropriate awe

Fig 4. Piazza del Foro, Brescia. Photo by author.

Fig. 5. Reconstructed portico, Piazza del Foro, Brescia.

and melancholy." This nostalgia reached its apogee in
the 1930s with the reconstnlction of a fragment of the
portico, and Piazza del Foro therefore has an explicit
political meaning in the use of an urban memory which
was intended to reinforce ideas of continuity, at a time
when a Fascist urban centre was being created at Piazza
riella Vittoria. Moreover, these fourpiazze can be seen
to represent different aspects of Italian urban history
condensed into a series of adjoining spaces. They also
reflect the idea of Rome as the urban exemplar and
source of archetypes, in the spatial and typological
transformations of a single rectangular form with its local
origin in Piazza del Foro.

Piazza del Foro has a complex layering of references,
if we are to accept from Joseph Rykwert that the Roman
castrum plan was itself an idealization of Roman
topography. "But far fromreinforcing continuity to urban
origins then the modern condition of Piazza del Foro is
already a fiction as a point of origin. The representation
of its excavated state owes much to the tradition of the
romantic views of n ~ i n which
s
conditioned the image of
Rome at that time." This publication during the 1820s
and 1830s of the recent excavations and discoveries,
produced during a period of Austrian rule, presented a
pacific and elegiac aspect to these discoveries. The bronze
statue of Victory, (see Fig. 4) the most significant find,
presents a magnanimous face, but a hundred years later
it was the martial aspects of Roman civilization which
were seen to be most important. The state's collection of
fragments, casts and modelswhich eventually was housed
in the ill~iseodella C i ~ d t aRomana at EUR, had an
explicitly didactic purpose in illustrating the extent of
the Roman empire and predicting the benefits of the
1t;llian empire proclaimed in 173'. A model of the
cccpitoliunz of Brescia was anlongst them, and therefore
parallels between the present and ancient situation were
underlined. This collection of s i n ~ u l a t i o n sand
reconstructions of antiquity is merely superseded in the
absurdity of Brescia's full scale contribution i n sitii. The
reconstruction of the portico and the creation of the
arc11;~ologicalzone produces dead public space, where
its importance as a museum exhibit takes precedence

Fascism in the Past and the Present
The historical sequence that is here exposed is a
deceptive one, for the present appearance of PIozzu
della Vittoria and Piazza del Foro are not separated by
nearly two millennia, they are themselves virtually
contemporaneous. The actual state of the ruins of the
capitoliimz was integrated into a fictional ruin whose
appearance was intended to support the contemporary
political order of Fascism as well as disp1:iy evidence of
past glory. The 1t11 century excavations and subsequent
reconstruction continue to reflect Roman precedents in
the attempt to produce in Brescin a little Rome which
reflects the evocative power of picturesque ruins, while
twentieth century conr;tructionprol-idecl:I precedent for
the more problematical redevelopment of Rome itself.
I

Fig. 7Antonio Maraini, Aregno (detail), Piazza della
Vittoria. Brescia.
Fig 6. Marcello Piacentini, Post Office, Piazza della
Vifforia. Brescia.

over its life as part of the city. This situation, where the
new/old portico is itself recovered from the existing
urban context of Brescia, is extreme but it took place at
the time when archaeological remains in Rome were
being freed from their "decadent"accretions. Thememory
of the city killing its life, similar excavation of a dense
Medieval quarter took place in Brescia to "uncover"
Piazza della Vittoria.
But far from imitating the forum, the elements of
Piazza della Vittoria subvert their antique precedents.
The portico of the capitoliutn can be seen to have its
parallel in the facade of the post office. The Corinthian
order however was too feminine for this robust example
of state patronage, and instead Piacentini reduced the
members to a blunt banded pier whose profile vaguely
resembled afasces, a less obvious form than the literal use
of an eagle-headedaxefasces that Piacentini had previously
employed in his triumphal arch at Bolzano. The
personification of Victosy after whom the new square
was named was herself too delicate in scale and form for
the new environment. She is replaced as the presiding
figure by the hulking form of Dazzi's The FascistAge (see
Fig. 1 ) with its clenched right fist echoing the raised fist
of the torrione. Antonio Maraini's historical panels on the
aregtzo below the tower of the revolution unwind the
thread of the city's histosy as the blackshirts are shown as
the inheritors of Brescian and Roman culture. This flow
of time becomes a complete cycle as the Romansworship
a representation of the Victosy, and fascists greet each

other with the Roman salute and both modern and
ancient figures grasp the fasces.

False memories, political fictions.
One significance of these squares in Brescia is the
method by which each of the Medieval, Renaissance and
Fascist examples described reflects the Roman precedent
by misinterpreting it. The urban type of a rectangular
space dominated by a principal monumental building or
complex goes through a series of transformations where
a longitudinal axial arrangement in the Roman and Fascist
examples can be compared with the latitudinal
arrangement in the Medieval piazza and the cross axial
plan of the Renaissance square. Geometries can be
identified so that the framework of the spaces and their
connections can be mapped, and an order be discerned
for the distribution of historical fragments and forms.
However, Piazza della Vittoria was not built up like
Piazza del Duotno by layers of continuous construction,
although that illusion was attempted, nor could Fascism
allow any multiplicity of rival iconographies as Piazza
della Loggia hadwitnessed. This culminates in a situation
when not only the new piazza referred iconographically
to the Roman era, but the genuine remains of that period
were re-fabricated to ~ ~ n d e r s c othe
r e connection to the
present.
The self-consciousreferencing of historical precedent
reached its present crisis in the early Modern period
because of the divorce between the architectural clothing
and contemporasy engineering. Piacentini's response in
Brescia had been to reduce the complexity of traditional

Medieval quarter, an authentic urban memory, were not
allowed to disturb Piacentini' s chill reinterpretation of
an atriuwz as the tower of the revolution. Similarly the
organic process of historical decay in Piazza del Foro
could not be allowed to give witness to the true fate of
empires Instead history had to be reversed and a false
memoq constructed. Surely, this is a warning to those
today whose readings of histon manifests itself as a facile
imitation.
With the inevitable irony of histon, ruination
came to Piazza della Vittoria in 19.15 with destruction
lifter
caused by the Royal Air Force bombardn~ent.'~
subsequent repair and the removal of the more obvious
~ a s c i s insignia
t
it too is now only a similacn~mof its
original state.
The research for this paper was conducted during
the tenure of a Rome Scholarship in the Fine Arts at the
British School at Rome in 1996.
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architectural languages to the bluntly emb!ematic, while
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its origin to an interpretation of the Sittesque
phenomenological method, the publication of the square
on its completion in 1932 betrayed the attempt to recast
the scheme in the manner of a technological advance.
Piacentini's work enabied authoritarian power to be
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resting on foundations which are archaeologically
speculative, reconstructed for propagandistic purposes.
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progressive and advanced, when it systematically
subsumes the future to ahighly selective interpretation of
the past. Genuine Roman archaeological remains,
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